EVENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS


Attendance to the event is strictly reserved to guests who must be of legal drinking age and
comply with a smart casual dress code unless otherwise specified. Attendants recognize the
right of the organizer to expel any inebriated individual whose behaviour could cause a
disturbance to the event.



Seats will be allocated at the organizers’ discretion and events may be subject to change without
prior notice.



The wines, menu and programme indicated on the event postings (website, edm, brochures,
banners ...) may be subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances. In the event that a
wine, dish, speaker or chef is not available on the day of the event, all efforts will be made to
find an appropriate substitute. Event tickets are not refundable and guests accept that changes
in the programme do not entitle them to any refund.



In the occurrence of Force Majeure, the event will be rescheduled / postponed to a future date
to be determined at the sole discretion of the organizers OR cancel the event by notice of
writing to the guests. The organizers will refund the guests 50% of the value of total tickets
purchased within 45 working days.



The organizer may have event photographers/videographers at the event. Participation at the
event is deemed a grant of permission to the rights of images, likenesses and sounds of
attendants throughout the event.



All charges to the event is in US Dollars. If the ticket is charged to the participant in a currency
(e.g. USD) that is different from the local currency, the exchange rate which will be used to debit
the purchaser in local currency is not determined by the organizer but by the buyer’s card
service provider. All transactions are subject to charges, conversions and fees imposed by your
card issuing bank. The local currency rate indicated is accurate at the time of publishing.

Force Majeure means any circumstance beyond the reasonable control of a party, which delays, interrupts or
prevents the performance of its obligations under this agreement- including but not limited to Acts of God, epidemic,
pandemic, explosion, flood, lightning, storm, tempest, fire, threat of war, terrorist attack, sabotage, breach of peace,
insurrection, strike, picketing, lock out, civil disturbance, acts/measures of any kind by the government or authority to
suddenly prohibit the event from happening.

